VC English
Research Shows You Can Do It!
English 1A: A Transfer-level Course with Built-In Academic Support
Thanks to AB705, you have the right to enroll directly in English 1A English Composition, where you
have the best chance to complete the writing requirement. Research shows starting even onelevel-below reduces your odds. English 1A is 4 units, but it combines 3.5 classroom hours and 2 lab
hours to give you extra academic support and more time with your English instructor.
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Computer Lab (Support)

Students with a HS GPA below 2.6 are encouraged to enroll in fully face-to-face sections because more
academic support such as in-class tutoring is available during class time and easy to access. All students
are welcome to visit our well-trained writing tutors in the Learning Resource Center’s Tutoring Center.

Multilingual/ESL Support

Your writing tutor/peer coach attends the
BEACH computer lab portion of every fully
face-to-face English 1A class to provide you
with additional support. At the end of class,
the tutor stays at the BEACH for an extra 30
minutes for one-on-one and group tutoring.

In fall 2019 we are offering two new Eng-M
writing courses for ESL and multilingual
students who may need additional support
before enrolling in English V01A.
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Transfer Level

Integrated Tutoring in the BEACH

English V01A
English Composition
4 units

Eng-M V02
Preparation for English Composition
5 units

Eng-M V03
Adv Academic Reading and Writing
5 units

Improve Your Study Skills: Choose Your Own Support Course
Success in English 1A is as much about your study skills as it is about your writing skills. If your HS GPA
is below 2.6, we strongly recommend that you also enroll in one of Ventura College’s study skills
courses such as Study Skills V03 Expert Learner I (2 units) or COUN V01 College Success (3 units).

“Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire.” ~Plutarch

